Mare_AGM says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Begin Mission<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

TOSpencer says:
:: playing the piano in ten forward::

OPS_Pyril says:
::sitting in the Big Chair...wearing the Gold of OPS with Lt pips on his collar::

FCOZhenn says:
::sitting at conn.....minus concussion::

CmdrKisay says:
Captain:  This will be some fun eh? :::sitting in chair next to CO:::

OPS_Pyril ::presses the Commstudd::  *Senior officers*  All department heads report to the bridge (#.wav)

TOSpencer says:
::starts to play Misty::

CMOJorgas says:
:::sitting on the bridge in a vacant chair, still waiting for things to cool down so she can meet everyone::::

TOSpencer says:
*OPS* aknoledged

OPS_Pyril says:
XO:  Have you ever read any reports on this scenario Number One?

TOSpencer  (#.wav)

TOSpencer says:
::gets up and exits ten forward::

CMOJorgas says:
CO: I am already here sir

CmdrKisay says:
CO:  Yes sir....  I've studied them intensly...

FCOZhenn says:
::thinking, all the time I respected that Kisay character...and all the time he hadn't completed standard training!::

TOSpencer says:
::goes to the turbo lift::

OPS_Pyril says:
::raises an eyebrow and stands, walking over to the new CMO::  CMO:  Welcome aboard Doctor.  Don;t let the uniform fool you, I am the Captain.  Captain Indyrian Pyril  ::offers hand::

TOSpencer  (Door Open & close.wav)

TOSpencer says:
computer: bridge

CMOJorgas says:
:::takes hand and shakes it:::   CO: Nice to meet you sir

TOSpencer  (TurboLift.wav)

FCOZhenn says:
::has personally underseen that the simulator computer has been placed under security lockout - no cheating this time..::

TOSpencer says:
:;exits onto the Bridge::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Stands::::  :::extends hand to CMO:::::  I am Commander Jemen Kisay..  ::nods

CMOJorgas says:
:::shakes hands:::  Cmdr: Nice to meet you also sir

OPS_Pyril says:
CMO:  You come to us at a rather...interesting time.  Tell me, I haven't had time to give your report the attention it deserves...but are you a graduate of Command College?

TOSpencer says:
ALL: Hi honey I'm home

ENG_Gizmo says:
::in engineering playing with gadgets::

OPS_Pyril says:
::raises an eyebrow at the TAC officer as he enters the bridge::

TOSpencer says:
::nods to Ops::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: ALL SENIOR STAFF OFFICERS HAVE REPORTED TO THE BRIDGE

CMOJorgas says:
CO: No sir, just went to medical school

OPS_Pyril says:
CMO:  Then this should be an eyeopener

ENG_Gizmo says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CMOJorgas says:
CO: Yes, I have heard a lot about this exercise.

CmdrKisay says:
::Nods to Captain:::  Are we ready sir?

OPS_Pyril says:
All:  As accordance to Starfleet Regulations, Commander Jemen Kisay must pass the Kobyashi Maru scenario.  Holodeck 3 has been programed with an approved scenario from Starfleet and is well within regulations.  All senior staff will report there immedeately

CmdrKisay says:
:::Jaunts up to TL:::::

OPS_Pyril says:
All:  I will fill in at OPS for the scenario, with a brief demotion to Lieutenant ::grins::

CMOJorgas says:
:::walks over to the turbolift, feeling sorry for the cmdr::::

CmdrKisay says:
::Snickers:::

FCOZhenn says:
::strides purposely over to TL::

TOSpencer says:
::bumps into CMO on accidently on purose::

OPS_Pyril says:
::follows the group into the TL, noticing that it is rather cozy with all of them in there::

TOSpencer says:
CMO: excusse me I am sorry

CmdrKisay says:
:::Everyone Crammed into the TL::::

TOSpencer says:
::gets in lift::

CMOJorgas says:
::thinks she ran into TO, and apologizes:::

CMOJorgas says:
:::gets into lift:::

CmdrKisay says:
:::  Gasps::::  Air!....   :::moves around a bit:::  Ah much better

FCOZhenn says:
::wishes there weren't 10 people in TL carriage::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE TL ARRIVES

CMOJorgas says:
Cmdr: Are you always claustrophobic, sir?

CmdrKisay says:
:::: gets off TL :::::

TOSpencer says:
::gets out of the lift ::

OPS_Pyril says:
::gets off the TL after Kisay and walks to the Holodeck panel::

TOSpencer  (Door Open & close.wav)

CmdrKisay says:
:::looks at CMO::: no...  but since those things were designed for like 2 people.... :::grins:::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Goes into Holodeck:::::

CMOJorgas says:
Cmdr: I understand sir

TOSpencer says:
::follows the captian as usual::

OPS_Pyril says:
::presses the activation key:: Computer:  Begin program Academy 7.  Authorization Pyril-Alpha-1-1-tango

FCOZhenn says:
::jumps down from hanging off roof of TL and walks towards holodeck::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER ACTIVATES THE KM PROGRAM AND THE USS ORIONS BRIDGE FORMS BEFORE THEIR EYES

OPS_Pyril says:
::takes his position at OPS::

TOSpencer  (HOLODECK.wav)

CmdrKisay says:
:::Sits in big Chair:::  Heh... don't squeak like yours sir.....

OPS_Pyril says:
XO:  Well...it is only a simulation

FCOZhenn says:
::doesn't trust holo-seat...sits down carefully::

CMOJorgas says:
:::follows everyone into the holodeck/bridge and sits in a vacant chair::::

OPS_Pyril says:
CMO:  Why dont you take Science One...

FCOZhenn says:
::hopes we get to watch the CO/OPS "remove" the chair at the end of the sim::

CmdrKisay says:
::::Glances around the bridge::::  Everyone ready?

CMOJorgas says:
OPS: Aye sir

CMOJorgas says:
::moves to Science One:::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Waits for ready:::::

OPS_Pyril says:
*CEO*  Ensign Jax, report to Holodeck 3...

FCOZhenn says:
OPS/CO: Eye sir :)

CEOEnsJax says:
::In real main engineering::

TOSpencer says:
::takes TaC::

CEOEnsJax says:
*OPS*: Ok

OPS_Pyril says:
Kisay:  Ready when you are.....Captain

CEOEnsJax says:
::Leaves Main Engineering::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Heading to Turbo Lift::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Impatiently waiting for Jax:::::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  We are still waiting for Ensign Jax to take the engineering station

CEOEnsJax says:
TL: Holodeck 3

FCOZhenn says:
::switches to internal cameras showing Jax sprinting along corridors::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Enters Holodeck 3::

CMOJorgas says:
:::starting to tap foot while waiting for missing dept head:::

FCOZhenn says:
::whilst Jax is wiping off lipstick and rest of makeup::

TOSpencer says:
::sets holodeck tac station console to his prefrences::

CmdrKisay says:
So nice of you to join us Ensign...  ::whips head back around:::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Looks around and look at the door behind him outside is the same as the inside::

CmdrKisay says:
Computer:  Begin program.....

Mare_AGM says:
<Computer>: Complying

TOSpencer  (Console3.wav)

OPS_Pyril says:
::console comes to life::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: The Starship U.S.S Orion is on a routine patrol mission, monitoring the Romulian Neutral Zone, all systems functioning.

CMOJorgas says:
:::wonders if the CEO is always this tardy::::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  We are now leaving section 14 for section 15....all systems nominal and functioning.

TOSpencer says:
::wonders where Parker is::

CmdrKisay says:
FCO:  Continue parallel course along the Neutral zone....

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  Aye sir

Rom_Rhian says:
$::comes to life, stretching her virtual limbs, and moves to her place at tac on the Romulan ship, tapping buttons, checking status::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Station at Engineering Console::

CMOJorgas says:
:::wonders what the CMO is supposed to do on the bridge, but is afraid to ask::::

OPS_Pyril says:
::double checks sensor logs...::

CmdrKisay says:
Jax:  How're my engines doing?

Cpt_Tarve says:
$:::Also is alive , plotting his trap of the unwary :::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Checks ship functions::

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  Continue scans.....

CEOEnsJax says:
Kisay: fine Sir

Mare_AGM says:
ACTON: A COMMUNICATION CAN FAINTLY BE HEARD OVER THE COMM SYSTEM

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Aye sir...activating long range sensors,......Captain....I may have something

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Can you improve that?

Mare_AGM says:
<Sea Dragon>: *COMM* Mayday, mayday.   Sea Dragon, twelve parsecs out of Maradin IV..::STATIC::..gravitic mine ::STATIC:: lost all power. Environmental controls.::STATIC::.hull broached, many casualties..::STATIC::

TOSpencer says:
::checks armament on the holodeck Orion and notices he has only 2 tri cobalt devices instaed of three::

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  Your instructions?

Haa`Kura says:
:::The Romulan patrol ship Haa`kura....cloaked is moving close to the edge of the Neutral Zone:::

TOSpencer says:
::trying t improve comm::

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Location of that ship?

OPS_Pyril says:
::raises an eyebrow....starts sifting through the Federation Database::

Cpt_Tarve says:
$:Tac; You have heard that distress call ? let us cloak and preceed to its vicinity

TOSpencer says:
CoM: mark 472 bearing 98

NPC_Rommi says:
::materializes on simulated Haa'kura at ops::

CMOJorgas says:
OPS: Can you direct any injury reports to me through Science One?

CmdrKisay says:
Damn... inside the zone...

OPS_Pyril says:
CMO:  Aye...::transfer::

TOSpencer says:
Cmndr: we should go anyway

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Get Sea Dragon on COMM

TAC_Klord says:
@::redies wepon systems::

NPC_Rommi says:
::scans space for anomolies::

FCOZhenn says:
::Glances across at Captain working away at OPS like Ensign on first assignment::

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  At once, sir.  ::activates cloaking device and sets course to coordinates of distressed vessel::

TOSpencer  (HAILING.wav)

Mare_AGM says:
<Sea Dragon>*COMM* Mayday, Orion, we're losing our air, can you help? ::STATIC::sector ten.::STATIC::

TOSpencer says:
Cmdr: cam open

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: we may even help the survivors , if they can be of use to the Empire

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  Engaging now........

CMOJorgas says:
:::notes that there aren't too many of the casualties still alive::::

CmdrKisay says:
*Seadragonn*  :::static::::  we're coming to intercept....

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: ALL COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE SEA DRAGON ARE LOST.

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  The Sea Dragon is a Class IV Neutronic Fuel Carrier out of Altair VI.....45 crew, 200 passangers

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  We can reach the Sea Dragon in 12 minutes at maximium warp - it means entering the Neutral Zone, sir.

TOSpencer says:
Cmdr: shall we go to red alert

CmdrKisay says:
FCO Plot an intercept course and engage at maximum speed....

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Might I remind the Captain that any ship entering the Neutral Zone...

Mare_AGM says:
ACTON: HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF INTERSTELLAR DUST, GASES, AND IONIZATION CAUSES SENSOR INTERFERENCE.

NPC_Rommi says:
@::still at ops, but using the correct punctuation::

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Dispatch to Starfleet command we are entering the Neutral zone

CMOJorgas says:
::then sees the reports really roll in right before they lose communications::::

TOSpencer says:
::dispatched message::

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  ::hesitates::  Errrr, yes sir ::plots course::

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  I am aware of that Lt....  Continue..

FCOZhenn says:
::hits That Button::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE VIEWSCREEN SHIVERS, THE IMAGE REFORMS INTO A SURREALISTIC BULK OF THE HUGE SHIP. THE SEA DRAGON, A FIRST CLASS PASSENGER LINER, CREW OF 150, 500 HUNDRED PASSENGERS.

CMOJorgas says:
::::winces as the human damage starts to appear in detail:::

TOSpencer says:
Cmdr: I recommend red alert

CmdrKisay  (warp.wav)

Haa`Kura says:
@NPC Rommi....monitor this Starfleet communications!!!!

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Very well Red Alert.

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Now entering the Neutral Zone....We are now in violation of treaty Captain.........

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: are any of the survivors likely to be any that the Empire can Use ?

TOSpencer  (ALERT.wav)

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  ETA to the Dragon's location:  2 minutes.  I also detect a Federation vessel in the areal.

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  Any sign of the Romulans?

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE U.S.S. ORION CROSSES OVER INTO THE NEUTRAL ZONE.

FCOZhenn says:
::squints, and thinks he can see the words "Oceanic" written on the side, also thinks he can see the tail lights flashing...::

NPC_Rommi says:
@monitors communications::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  None.....

CEOEnsJax says:
::turns and look at Pyril::

Mare_AGM says:
<COMPUTER>: WARNING! We have entered the Romulian Neutral Zone. Warning. Entry by Starfleet vessels prohibited. Warning. Treaty of Algeron Stardate...

Haa`Kura says:
@NPCRommiOPS: Report !!!

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  ETA to Sea Dragon now 8 minutes

CmdrKisay says:
::listens to computer:::  Blah blah blah

CmdrKisay says:
FCO:  Steady as she goes...

TOSpencer says:
::sheilds to full power::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Captain!  I've lost their signal!

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  What?

OPS_Pyril says:
::tries to boost power to the sensors::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER CONTINUES TO SPOUT FEDERATION POLICY ON THE AGREEMENT....<COMPUTER> : WARNING.......

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Scan the area for Romulan ships...

TOSpencer says:
::scanning::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  One second the ship was there Captain....the next its gone...

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC :  Prepare araments especially the new one

CmdrKisay says:
Someone turn that damn computer off...

CEOEnsJax says:
Kisay: may I turn off that warning?

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  HOw can that be?

OPS_Pyril says:
::shuts down the computer voice::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: TWO ROMULIAN WARBIRDS, BEARING EIGHTY-SEVEN DEGREES, MINUS TWELVE DEGREES ARE PICKED UP ON SCANNERS.

TOSpencer says:
Cmdr: no ships but nuetrino disruptions which could mean a cloaked vessle

CmdrKisay says:
CEO:  Yes... get rid of it..

TOSpencer says:
cmdr: two warbirds sir

CMOJorgas says:
:::contacts Sickbay and has them start preparing Sickbay::::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Perhaps they've lost power...but I am no longer picking up a distress call...

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Arm all weapons....

CmdrKisay says:
Mr.Pyril, Please bring up all information pretaining to the "Picard Maneuver"  I want it ready to go in 2 minutes.  We need to fool these Rommies...

Rom_Rhian says:
$CO:  I'm arming them now, and may I add, I'm looking forward to seeing how the little beauties perform.

TOSpencer says:
::arms weapons::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Aye Captain...

NPC_Rommi says:
@Captain: the federation ship has crossed the neutral zone ... it received the distress call

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Also send a message to all ships and the Empire seat

CmdrKisay says:
FCO:  Swing the ship around

TOSpencer says:
cmdr: you want tri cobalt devices too

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  Bringing her about, sir

FCOZhenn says:
::doing so::

Rom_Rhian says:
$CO: sending message now.

Haa`Kura says:
@Haa`kura FCO: Set intercept course....engage maximum velocity ....!!!!!!!!

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Everything... be ready...

CMOJorgas says:
::::Sickbay aknowledges and the sound of efficiency is heard before she cuts the connection::::

OPS_Pyril says:
::thinks:  the CO is going to let those people die....hmmm::

Rom_FCO_s says:
@Yes sir

TOSpencer says:
::arm tri cobalt device::

FCOZhenn says:
::hand over warp control for PM::

CmdrKisay says:
*TR3*  Find that ship and start beaming the survivors aboard while our shields are down...

Rom_Rhian says:
$::transmits encoded message to all Romulan vessels and to the Empire seat, notifying of the presence of the Orion in the Neutral Zone::

Haa`Kura says:
@Haa`kura TAC: Energize all weapons systems .....!!!

TAC_Klord says:
@::fingers fireing controls lovingly::

TOSpencer says:
::lowers shields::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE WARBIRDS FIRE ON THE ORION

OPS_Pyril says:
::knows the Romulans are coming....but from where...and when::

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  Is that Picard Maneuver ready?

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE VIEWSCREEN FLARES TO PAINFUL BRIGHTNESS BEFORE SENSORS REACT TO THE ENEMY ATTACK AND DIMMED THE SCREEN TO HALF-INTENSITY.

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Hail that STar FLeet Vessel

CmdrKisay says:
FCO:

FCOZhenn says:
Cmdr:  The people on the Sea Dragon are getting mighty breathless, sir

TAC_Klord says:
@CO: all wepons at ready

CMOJorgas says:
:::holds onto console as ship rocks::::

CmdrKisay says:
Engage

OPS_Pyril says:
OPS:  Aye Sir.....::grips console as the ship rocks under fire::

FCOZhenn says:
::hits button::

TAC_Klord  (Alien Plasma Torpedo.wav)

TOSpencer says:
::fires on the warbird::

CmdrKisay says:
Tac: Return fire...

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE ENERGY IMPACT IS SO SEVERE THE SHIELDS CAN NOT ABSORB IT.

CEOEnsJax says:
::Wants to go to engineering::

TOSpencer  (All Weapons Fire! #2.wav)

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Direct hit!  We've lost shields!

TAC_Klord  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

FCOZhenn says:
::Orion shoots forward past it's own light....appears to be in 2 places at once::

Haa`Kura says:
@:::the Haa`Kura cloakes:::

CmdrKisay says:
Tac:  Is it possible to make a fake sensor image of more federation starships?  Get on it..

CMOJorgas says:
:::remembers how many people are on the Sea Dragon and has Shuttlebay 3 prepare emergency beds::::::

Haa`Kura  (Cloaking Device.wav)

TOSpencer :: (FIRING ALL Weapons!!!.wav)

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC : Fire the "Special load"

FCOZhenn says:
Engaging evasive manuevers!

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE ORION IS ROCKED BY CONTINUOUS DISRUPTOR FIRE FROM THE ROMULIAN SHIPS.

TOSpencer says:
Cmdr: yes sir

CmdrKisay says:
OPS:  Get those shields back up...

CmdrKisay says:
CEO:  I need warp power!

TAC_Klord  (Alien Plasma Torpedo.wav)

OPS_Pyril says:
OPS:   Working I....::console explodes and flies to the ground::

Haa`Kura says:
@:::Haa`kura decloaks and fires:::

TOSpencer says:
:: configure deflector dish to make fed ship images::

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  It's loaded and ready, on your word........  ::finger hovers over the launch button::

TAC_Klord  (Pulse Phasers.wav)

OPS_Pyril says:
::slumps to the deck, the OPS panel blown out::

Haa`Kura says:
@:::and recloaks again:::

TOSpencer  (DEFLECTO.wav)

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: 1.2.3..4...5 MORE ROMULIAN WARBIRDS DECLOAK, POWERING UP THEIR SYSTEMS, TARGETING THEIR DISTUPTOR BANKS ON THE ORION.

Haa`Kura  (Cloaking Device.wav)

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Fire

Haa`Kura  (Cloaking Device.wav)

CmdrKisay says:
TAC:  Emmit fake images now....

FCOZhenn says:
::thinking, these holodecks are a little bit too real for my liking...sucks blood off small cut overlooked by the Safeties::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Warp core loaded::

Cpt_Tarve  (Torpedos.wav)

TOSpencer  (DEFLECTO.wav)

CEOEnsJax says:
::Readies Warp Core::

Rom_Rhian says:
$::fires the new weapon::

OPS_Pyril says:
::plays dead::

TAC_Klord  (Alien Plasma Torpedo.wav)

CMOJorgas says:
:::sees the console explode in front of OPS and rushes over to the officer to see if he is okay::::

TOSpencer  (ALL Weapons FIRE!.wav)

TOSpencer says:
cmdr: you want tri cobalts fire sir?

Haa`Kura says:
@Haa'kuraTAC: Fire full disruptor spread....!!!

CmdrKisay says:
Computer:  Engage self destruct Authorization Kisay Alpha 6 8 tango...

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE TACTICAL CONSOLE EXPLODES, KILLING ENSIGN SPENCER.

TAC_Klord  (Alien Plasma Torpedo.wav)

CEOEnsJax says:
:: Thinks Kisay went nut::

TOSpencer says:
::rerouts some power to shield to tyr and get them online::

TAC_Klord says:
@CO: fireing now sir

CMOJorgas says:
:::runs medical tricorder over him and reports the sad news::::    All: OPS ensign Pyrill is dead

TOSpencer says:
::falls::

TOSpencer says:
::dies::

FCOZhenn says:
::catches blast from OPS console, right side of face is burnt off leaving a mass of red, gooey, squidging puss and ooze, slowly spreading over the floor........::

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Continue firing

FCOZhenn says:
Ouch

CmdrKisay says:
CEO:  Confirm the Auto destruct

CMOJorgas says:
:::runs over to Spencer, notices it is too late and heads for Zhenn::::

Rom_Rhian says:
$CO:  Aye sir.  ::continues firing::

CEOEnsJax says:
CO: What?!

Rom_Rhian says:
$::targets the bridge::

Haa`Kura says:
@:::the Haa`kura after making a devastating pass cloaks again:::

Haa`Kura  (Cloaking Device.wav)

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Hail them and offer to take them prisoner

FCOZhenn says:
Jorgas:  Ouch.  This hurts. Ouch ::is glad he attended those drama classes when younger::

Rom_Rhian says:
$Sir:  Aye.  ::opens comm channels::

Haa`Kura says:
Haa`KuraFCO: Bring us around for another pass....

CmdrKisay says:
CEO:  Do it!

CMOJorgas says:
::::applies burn spray to Zhenn:::    *COMM* Sickbay: Sever burn injury on the bridge.

Rom_FCO_s says:
@CO:  coming around...

Cpt_Tarve says:
$COM *Orion* IF you surrender now , we will save your lives

Rom_Rhian says:
#COM:  Orion:  You are badly damaged, and heavily outgunned.  Surrender at once.

CEOEnsJax says:
Computer: Self Destruct Authorization Jax Omega Alpha

CMOJorgas says:
:::applies the hypospray while waiting::::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: AN OVERHEAD CONDUIT SCREAMS AND COLLAPSES, CRASHING DOWN ON THE SCIENCE CONSOLE AND KILLING ENSIGN PARKER.

CmdrKisay says:
*Rommie bastards*  Not likely... we'd rather die....

CMOJorgas says:
Zhenn: You are going to be okay, just hang on

CmdrKisay  (Auto Destruct.wav)

FCOZhenn says:
CMO:  It's my face that needs to hang on!!

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Have they armed their autodestruct ?

CmdrKisay says:
Computer:  30 second coount down....

Rom_Rhian says:
$CO:  Shall I continue firing?\

CMOJorgas says:
All: OPS and TAC are dead, and Ensign Zhenn is severly burned.  Sickbay should be here shortly

Rom_Rhian says:
$CO:  Not that I've detected.

CmdrKisay says:
*All hands abandoned ship*

OPS_Pyril says:
::opens his eyes::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE ORION CONVULSES AS SHE TAKES SEVERAL HITS AT ONCE.

CmdrKisay says:
10 seconds

CEOEnsJax says:
::Abandon ship::

FCOZhenn says:
::looks over at the real Captain::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE FCO CONSOLE SPARKS AND IGNITES INTO A ROARING BLAZE, KILLING LT.JG ZHENZIAN.

CmdrKisay says:
5 seconds....   ::::takes CO seat::::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: SHIELDS, LIFE SUPPORT AND THE WARP CORE GO OFFLINE.

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC :Prepare for an abandon ship on their part it will mean that they have armed it and may try to ram

CmdrKisay says:
With my last breath I stab at thee......

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: AS DOCTOR JORGAS RUSHES FROM ONE INJURED CREWMEMBER TO ANOTHER, SHE IS HIT BY FLYING SHRAPNEL AND IS KILLED.

CmdrKisay says:
4

CmdrKisay says:
3

CEOEnsJax says:
::On Esc pod leaving the ship::

Rom_Rhian says:
$Captain:  Taking precautions....

CmdrKisay says:
2

FCOZhenn says:
::dies rather nastily....last thought is..I really wish I'd have listened to what my mother told me when I was younger::

CMOJorgas says:
:::dies dramatically:::

CmdrKisay says:
1

OPS_Pyril says:
Computer:  Alright...thats enough.  End program....

Cpt_Tarve says:
$TAC: Prepare evasives

Rom_Rhian says:
#::plots an evasive maneuver in case of a ram attack::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE ORION EXPLODES, LEAVING COMMANDER KISAY ON THE BRIDGE ALONE

Haa`Kura  (Impact & Explosion.wav)

CmdrKisay says:
:::Leans back in chair::::  damn Romulans.... ::glares at slack OPS officer::::

OPS_Pyril says:
CO:  Is that all you've got to say?  What about my performance?

Rom_Rhian says:
$Sir:  I detect a single life form, the one called Kisay, surviving.

Mare_AGM says:
<COMPUTER> SIMULATION ENDING

Cpt_Tarve says:
$::::Fades from simm :::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Flops on floor as chair disappears::::

CMOJorgas says:
::::comes back to life, wiping sweat off her forhead from all the running she had to do::::

FCOZhenn says:
::laughs from "death"::

Rom_FCO_s says:
@::dissappears::

TOSpencer says:
:: laughing::

CEOEnsJax says:
::thinks this isn't good::

FCOZhenn says:
::peels off fake rubber mask::

CMOJorgas says:
All: ::small chuckle::  I usually am better at saving people, honest.

CEOEnsJax says:
::get outta esc pod::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE SMOKE STARTS TO CLEAR FROM THE HOLODECK BRIDGE

OPS_Pyril says:
Kisay:  Congratulations...you've just taken the Kobyashi Maru.....quite an experience

TOSpencer says:
cmdr: good job

CmdrKisay says:
:::  Lies on floor::::  I lost....  I could have won...

FCOZhenn says:
::coughs::  All:  I think we should get out of this nasty smokey holodeck of Death, don't you?

CMOJorgas says:
Cmdr: Good job, you did better than I would have sir

CmdrKisay says:
:::reaches for a hand to get up:::::

OPS_Pyril says:
:;stands::  Kisay:  There is no way to win Kisay, its a test of character

CMOJorgas says:
:::brushes components off her clothes and helps the cmdr up::::

CmdrKisay says:
Yeah well I would have blown the ship before giving in to them

CEOEnsJax says:
::Doesn't like this one bit::

FCOZhenn says:
::brushing holo-dust off uniform::

CmdrKisay says:
:::  Gets up off the floor::::::

CMOJorgas says:
:::staggers a bit since the cmdr is bigger than she is::::

CEOEnsJax says:
Kisay: i'm heading back to the real Engineering ::Grins::

TOSpencer says:
::straightens uniform and notices a tear in the back of slacks::

OPS_Pyril says:
::brushes off his uniform::  All:  the Kobyashi Maru test has a tendency to wreak havock with equipment and students...

CmdrKisay says:
::nods:::  Sure Jax...

CmdrKisay says:
Hangon... You're still OPS right?

CEOEnsJax says:
Computer: Arch

CmdrKisay says:
:::points at shoes::::

FCOZhenn says:
::thinks that the place looks worse than the bridge after the Christmas Day party::

FCOZhenn says:
::heads over to the arch::

CmdrKisay says:
Pyril: There's a scratch....  shine it......

OPS_Pyril says:
::raises an eyebrow and takes off the tunic::  Kisay:  Not any more....Commmander...

CMOJorgas says:
:::thinks that the cmdr shouldn't push his luck, but keeps her mouth shut:::

CEOEnsJax says:
::leaves Holodeck::

TOSpencer says:
ALL: awww I have a hole in my pants in a place where I don't want a hole

CmdrKisay says:
:::laughs and strolls towards the door::::

OPS_Pyril says:
Number One:  You have the bridge, I am going to get dressed...

CmdrKisay says:
Aye sir....

CMOJorgas says:
CO: I am going to change clothes sir, then I will be in Sickbay if I am needed.

FCOZhenn says:
::smiles at off-duty couple walking over to pre-arranged holodeck booking::

CmdrKisay says:
::::Strolls to Turbo Lift::::

TOSpencer says:
::exits holodeck and goes to his quarters::

FCOZhenn says:
Couple:  Sorry - we left it a bit messy

OPS_Pyril says:
CMO:  Very well Doctor...welcome aboard

TOSpencer says:
::walks along sidde the commander::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Going to Main Engineering::

CEOEnsJax says:
::Enters Turbo Lift::

FCOZhenn says:
<couple>::stare at Zhenzian's frazzled hair and do a 180 to head back to quarters::

CMOJorgas says:
CO: Thank you sir, my first day has been, uh, interesting.

TOSpencer says:
cmdr: that was actually fun<G>

CmdrKisay says:
:::nods at the CMO::::  Great Job

OPS_Pyril says:
::rides a TL up to deck 4 and his quarters...quickly getting back into the command reds....but not wearing the over coat...going with the vest instead::

CmdrKisay says:
Spencer:  My definition of fun isn't being beat on by 3 warbirds but eh... heheh twas ok

CMOJorgas says:
:::nods back:: Cmdr: Thank you sir.

FCOZhenn says:
::nods as passes Captain, then heads back to bridge::

TOSpencer says:
CMO: would you like to join me ten forward?

CMOJorgas says:
TOS: Maybe another time, but I am on duty right now.

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER COMPILES KISAYS ACTIONS AND SENDS THE EVALUATION TO STARFLEET HQ

CEOEnsJax says:
::Does his Duty in Main Engineering::

TOSpencer says:
CMO: how about at 1800

CmdrKisay says:
Blasted computer tellin me I was in the neutral zone... DUH!

CMOJorgas says:
TOS: Very well, I will meet you there at 1800

TOSpencer says:
::goes into lift::

CmdrKisay says:
:::Flops in Chair on bridge:::::

FCOZhenn says:
::passes Spencer and Jorgas, decides to not stop::

CO_Pyril says:
::reports back to the bridge in his command reds and vest::

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE COMPUTER SENDS CARBON COPIES OF THE EVALUATION TO THE CO AND XO

TOSpencer deck 12 (TurboLift.wav)

CmdrKisay says:
Copy spits up on screen......:::glances:::  I wonder how I did...

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads for her quarters and changes into a clean and unburned uniform::::

FCOZhenn says:
::strides out of TL and back onto conn position::

FCOZhenn says:
::back to mapping stars and nebulae::

TOSpencer says:
gets off and heads for his quarters to change::

TOSpencer says:
::enters his quarters::

Mare_AGM says:
The evaluation is satisfactory.

TOSpencer  (Door Open & close.wav)

CO_Pyril says:
FCO:  Status of the ship?

CmdrKisay says:
:::: Glances at Eval :::::  ::::Shuts off monitor when he gets to Satisfactory:::::

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads out the door and goes to the turbolift:::   TL: Sickbay please.

TOSpencer says:
::gets into new uniform::

FCOZhenn says:
CO: Slightly less burned and battered than the last one, sir ::smiles::  We're on a perfectly functioning vessel

CMOJorgas  (Turbolift.wav)

CO_Pyril says:
FCO:  Very well....notify Station OPS that we are ready to depart....and prepare to clear all moorings

TOSpencer says:
::gets out and heads to the turbo lift::

CMOJorgas says:
::::when the turbolift stops, she walks down the hall and enters Sickbay:::

FCOZhenn says:
CO:  Aye sir

Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE USS ORION IS CLEARED TO DEPART.

FCOZhenn says:
::a moment later::  CO:  We have clearance to depart.....on your order, sir? ::glances at OPS::

CO_Pyril says:
::walks over and sits in the big chair::

CMOJorgas says:
:::::walking into her office, she discovers a letter from the CO welcoming her aboard::::

TOSpencer ::enters lift:: computer: bridge (TurboLift.wav)

Mare_AGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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